THE WORLD'S RELIGIONS, a descriptive typology of

Elliott #1153

Thinksheet #545 provides a visual model for the eight ways of being religious. For
the present thinksheet, I reporduce that model here, and add "world" and "history":
SELF here is not person-in-community, but the
individual human being who sees the WORLD as all
that is not the self (nor, in theism, GOD) and sees
HISTORY as the human story in which s/he participates.

While this diagram has the strength of simplicity,
it fails to reveal the SELF's participation in
GOD and the WORLD. For further limitations, see
after this alternative diagram:
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While this diagram
is more participatory
--every factor
participating in
the whole--it does
not overcome the other
limitations of the
above diagram.
These are detailed
on the rest of p.l.
P.2 is the typology,
inclusive of all the
factors.

"Static" is a term inclusive of what limits the above diagrams. The dynamic element
of divine and human action is represented, on p.2, by the additional terms GOAL,
EVIL, and SALVATION. Not all religions and philosophies and life-styles posit, in
nature and/or history, a frustrant Will: biblical religions do (better to say, in order to hclude Islam, theistic religions do).
NOTE the three "cuts" through religious experience. There are [Streng et al] "ways
of being religious," [Capps et al] "ways of understanding religion," and "types of
religion" [my typology on p.2 being somewhat derived from that of Eugene S. Wehrli,
THE GOSPEL AND CONFLICTING FAITHS (UCP/69), pp.178-85].
SUGGESTION:
Use seven pp., one for each "type," to expand the chart on the reverse of this thinksheet page. Expand the information in each box (1) by deciphering what you can that's
printed here, (2) by adding from lecture and discussion, and (3) by adding from your
own research.
VIEWPOINT: Christianity, as immanent, is one of the world's religions; but as
universal-human, it transcends the category "religion," for it is Life
gifted ("graced") from God through Jesus Christ.
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